CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE AND ALIGN CIRCLES TO COMPLETE WAVE ,THEN TAPE IN PLACE

CONFIRM
ALIGN

To ensure that this Shoe Fit Guide is accurate,
this area should be the same size as a credit card.

Align the semi-circle from page 1 and 2 to form a perfect Origin
Wave. When the waves are complete, all of the vertical lines
should align. Tape the sheets together.

If not, please be sure that any PAGE SCALING
is turned off in your Page Setup or Printer
Setting. This output must be at 100% in order
to achieve an accurate measurement of your foot.

2-1/8” x 3-3/8”

FOLD
Fold up along the line to form the vertical
panel and place flat against a wall.

LENGTH
Stand with your back against the wall
and have someone mark where your big toe ends.
Be sure they view straight down from above the foot.

WIDTH
PLACE
With your socks on, step onto
measuring guide and make sure
your heel is up against the wall.

PLACE HEEL AGAINST WALL

Align the inside edge of your foot
with the appropriate line. Find the
area where the outside of your foot
falls. Follow this are to the W-Zones
(W1, W2, W3, ect.) at the top. On the
Conversion Chart page, find the
row with your length and the
column with your corresponding
W-Zone. The intersection of the row
and column is your recommended
shoe width.

LEFT FOOT W-ZONES

RIGHT FOOT W-ZONES

CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE AND ALIGN CIRCLES TO COMPLETE WAVE ,THEN TAPE IN PLACE

NOTE: The gray area (width D) indicates a medium or standard
shoe width. While EE is concidered wide width.

If you are in-between lines on the heel to toe measurement go up to the next line. (ex. If you are in between 9.5 and 10, you should order 10)
If you are in between widths or unsure of which width to order, use your best judgment based on how you like your shoe to fit. If you land in the
neutral zone (D-EE) we recommend you go with the fit you would normally wear, If you wear a standard width shoe we recommend a D width.
If you wear a wide set shoe we recommend a EE.

IN BETWEEN SIZES?

 

